
 

 

 

 

April 3, 2024 
 
Mr. Thomas Dohmke  
CEO, GitHub  
88 Colin P Kelly Jr St  
San Francisco, CA 94107 
 
Mr. Satya Nadella 
CEO, Microsoft Corporation 
One Microsoft Way 
Redmond, WA 98052 
 
Re: GitHub on 2024 Dirty Dozen List for Proliferating and 
Normalizing AI-Generated Sexual Abuse and Exploitation 
 
Dear Mr. Dohmke and Mr. Nadella: 
 
We are writing to advise you that GitHub has been named to the annual 
Dirty Dozen List for the second consecutive year. NCOSE is deeply 
disappointed that since being named to the 2023 Dirty Dozen List,1 
GitHub has failed to make any substantial changes to stem the growing 
tide of AI-generated sexual abuse content and exploitation facilitated 
by the projects on your platform. As such, GitHub remains the world’s 
hub for creating sexually exploitative technology. The List will be 
publicly released on Wednesday, April 10, 2024. 
 
With GitHub being one of the world's leading code-hosting 
communities and the most prominent code-hosting platform for version 
control1 and collaboration – particularly generative AI – GitHub has 
incredible power, reach, and influence.2 However, this powerful 
position comes with immense responsibility—a responsibility that, 
regrettably, has been sorely neglected.  
 
GitHub's current “developer-first” approach to content moderation and 
lax policy enforcement has allowed for the proliferation of projects 
focused on the creation of non-consensual sexually explicit deepfake 
imagery. For example, NCOSE researchers identified a 20% increase 
in “nudification” repositories on GitHub between May 2023 and 

 
1 Version control is the process of managing changes to source code (codes hosted on 
GitHub). Think of tracked changes, version history and number, and showing markup 
in Word or Google Docs.  

https://endsexualexploitation.org/wp-content/uploads/Microsoft-GitHub-Notification-Letter_DDL-2023_FINAL.pdf
https://github.blog/2023-11-08-the-state-of-open-source-and-ai/
https://www.atlassian.com/git/tutorials/what-is-version-control#:~:text=Version%20control%2C%20also%20known%20as,to%20source%20code%20over%20time.
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February 2024. The lack of oversight on GitHub also contributes to the alarming increase in AI-
generated child sexual abuse material (CSAM).3 GitHub currently hosts open-source models that are 
trained using CSAM and that create AI-generated CSAM.  
 
GitHub's Role in the Egregious Expansion of AI-Generated Child Sexual Abuse Material (CSAM) 
 
GitHub's failure to act against deepfake pornography and ban projects like DeepFaceLab is contributing 
to the rising prevalence of AI-generated child sexual abuse material. Through your permissive attitude 
and lack of proactive moderation of sexually exploitative technology, you have lowered barriers to 
entry into open-sourced sexual exploitation and abuse.  
 
This year alone, hundreds of thousands of images of AI-generated CSAM have been reported across the 
globe: NCMEC, IWF, President Biden and VP Harris, the FBI, attorneys general from 54 US states and 
territories, the EU, Thorn, NCOSE, and many others have highlighted AI-generated CSAM as an 
imminent and rapidly developing threat to children globally.4 The disturbing consequences of GitHub’s 
reluctance to act on sexually exploitative technology for the last five years has resulted in the use of such 
technology to exploit and abuse minors in unimaginable ways. According to the Ireland-based reporting 
hotline, Hotline.ie, in 2022, they found 5,105 cases of classified CSAM containing computer-generated 
imagery (37% of all CSAM reports), compared to 1,329 cases (9%) in 2021.5 Over nine out of ten 
cases of AI-generated CSAM contained preteens, and two-thirds were found to “display adults 
subjecting children to penetrative sexual activity, and bestiality or sadistic elements.”6 
 
In December 2023, the Stanford Internet Observatory identified more than 3,200 images of suspected 
CSAM7 in the LAION-5B8 (on GitHub) training set, the data behind popular generative AI platform 
Stable Diffusion.   
 
GitHub hosts source codes, collaborations, and communities fostering the growth and 
normalization of technology used to created AI-generated CSAM. In particular, the popular 
repository AUTOMATIC1111/stable-diffusion-webui has garnered significant attention. Despite its 
creation of sexually explicit and illicit content, according to GitHub, this project was the second most 
popular repository tagged with ‘artificial intelligence’ in 2023.9 The lack of defaulted content filters 
allows bad actors to use this code for exploitative and illicit purposes.  
 
For example, this repository was temporarily suspended in late 2022 due to provision of textual 
embeddings that facilitated the creation of sexually explicit images of individuals who appeared to be 
minors.10 It was reinstated in early 2023 after the removal of the allegedly offensive links. 
Unfortunately, evidence shows that these banned links are still accessible through GitHub. 
 

https://stacks.stanford.edu/file/druid:jv206yg3793/20230624-sio-cg-csam-report.pdf
https://stacks.stanford.edu/file/druid:jv206yg3793/20230624-sio-cg-csam-report.pdf
https://www.irishexaminer.com/news/arid-41312179.html
https://www.hotline.ie/library/annual-reports/2023/Hotline-ie-Annual-Report-2022.pdf
https://www.hotline.ie/library/annual-reports/2023/Hotline-ie-Annual-Report-2022.pdf
https://stacks.stanford.edu/file/druid:kh752sm9123/ml_training_data_csam_report-2023-12-21.pdf
https://stacks.stanford.edu/file/druid:kh752sm9123/ml_training_data_csam_report-2023-12-21.pdf
https://github.com/LAION-AI
https://github.blog/2023-11-08-the-state-of-open-source-and-ai/
https://github.blog/2023-11-08-the-state-of-open-source-and-ai/
https://github.com/AUTOMATIC1111/stable-diffusion-webui/wiki/Textual-Inversion/_compare/9d7346f7f3faa275305cc4a388a3335a0f53961b...bc9a09829dbc90760c8626c83824e05cfab5cb98
https://github.com/AUTOMATIC1111/stable-diffusion-webui/wiki/Textual-Inversion/_compare/9d7346f7f3faa275305cc4a388a3335a0f53961b...bc9a09829dbc90760c8626c83824e05cfab5cb98
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In June 2023, only a few months after being reinstated on GitHub, a BBC investigation found that the 
same project, AUTOMATIC1111/stable-diffusion-webui, was used to create AI-generated CSAM that 
was being bought and sold on Patreon.11 
 
While GitHub implements automated detection tools such as PhotoDNA to proactively scan for child 
sexual abuse material (CSAM),12 you fail to implement comprehensive moderation practices by 
permitting technology found to have generated CSAM,13 instead only moderating for CSAM itself.  
 
Even when GitHub does use PhotoDNA to identify and report to the National Center for Missing and 
Exploited Children (NCMEC), these reports have failed to be sufficient enough for NCMEC to take any 
action. In 2022, GitHub was one of 36 ESPs with more than 90% of reports lacking actionable 
information.14 This meant GitHub’s reports were so vague that NCMEC couldn't determine where the 
crime happened, or which law enforcement agency should receive the report.  
 
NCOSE cannot stress enough the outright damaging impact your decisions—or rather, lack thereof—
have incurred. Lives are being ruined, reputations destroyed, and the innocence of children stolen. Yet, 
GitHub remains silent, prioritizing developers over the victims impacted by the technology being 
developed.  
 
Image-Based Sexual Abuse (IBSA) is Facilitated on and Through GitHub 
 
GitHub’s platform, while claiming to foster innovation and collaboration within the software 
development community, has shamefully become a major facilitator of image-based sexual abuse 
(IBSA). Despite being named to the 2023 Dirty Dozen List, GitHub still allows the hosting and 
distribution of repositories that are directly involved in creating and circulating synthetic sexually 
explicit material (SSEM). This is an alarming and condemnable situation that demands immediate 
action. 
 

https://www.bbc.com/news/uk-65932372
https://github.blog/2023-02-15-2022-transparency-report/
https://github.blog/2023-02-15-2022-transparency-report/
https://www.vice.com/en/article/qjb7b7/ethical-deepfakes-deep-tom-cruise-ai-generated-porn
https://www.missingkids.org/cybertiplinedata
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Because of GitHub’s failure to effectively remove the original DeepNude source code, ban replications, 
and moderate GitHub for DeepNude-like replicas, “copycat” nudifying apps and bots continue to 
proliferate. A November 2023 study by Graphika found the number of links advertising ‘undressing apps’ 
increased more than 2,400% from 2022 to 2023 on social media, including on X and Reddit. 15 
 
NCOSE researchers found a troubling 20% increase in nudification repositories over the last nine months, 
increasing from 54 repositories in May 2023 to 68 repositories in February 2024, with the original source 
code for DeepNude still active on GitHub’s site. GitHub remains a major hub for sexually exploitative 
tools.16 
 
It is alarming to note that the three most popular repositories tagged with “deepfakes” on GitHub, 
namely deepfakes/faceswap, iperov/DeepFaceLab, and yuanxiaosc/DeepNude-an-Image-to-Image-
technology, depicted in the image below, are utilized for creating non-consensual sexually explicit 
deepfake imagery. Despite GitHub banning or suspending these repositories in the past, they remain 
highly popular in terms of favorites (stars) and forks (replications), highlighting significant flaws in 
GitHub's developer-first content moderation practices. While research shows that one in every three 
deepfake models is pornographic,17 the three most popular repositories tagged with “deepfakes” are used 
for the creation of synthetic sexually explicit material (SSEM) on GitHub – somehow beating the 
statistical odds.  
 

 
Captured February 14, 2024 
 
Further, some repositories even guide users on how to use sexually exploitative codes on GitHub to 
develop bots on other platforms to “strip” women of their clothing.  
 

https://time.com/6344068/nudify-apps-undress-photos-women-artificial-intelligence/
https://github.com/orgTestCodacy11KRepos110MB/repo-2245-DeepNude-an-Image-to-Image-technology
https://github.com/orgTestCodacy11KRepos110MB/repo-2245-DeepNude-an-Image-to-Image-technology
https://www.homesecurityheroes.com/state-of-deepfakes/
https://www.homesecurityheroes.com/state-of-deepfakes/
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Considering the fact that developer interest in deepfake technology is the most common reason men 
watch deepfake pornography (57%), followed by celebrity interest (48%), and fulfilling personalized 
sexual fantasies (33%),18 it is not surprising that the initial deepfake and nudification technologies were 
created by “interested programmers,” rather than experienced developers.19 
 
This network of “interested programmers” extends beyond GitHub’s site and encompasses platforms like 
Reddit, Discord, and Telegram, drawing from software that is rooted in GitHub's vast network of sexually 
exploitative repositories. Consequently, the circulation of deepfake content for sexual exploitation is a 
widespread and growing problem. According to a December 2023 research study by Home Security 
Heroes, the availability of deepfake pornography online has witnessed a staggering increase of 550% 
between 2019 and 2023.20   
 
GitHub is also directly connected to dedicated deepfake pornography websites allowing links and 
scrapers for sites like CelebJihad,21 one of the origin sites22 of Taylor Swift's deepfake abuse 
distribution, and Mr.DeepFakes, the most prolific deepfake pornography website in the United States. 
GitHub still hosts the source code for Mr.DeepFakes and DeepFaceLab23 and remains one of the top 10 
referral sites24 to Mr.DeepFakes as of February 2024. This places GitHub at the center of a social 
pandemonium, promoting the sexual violation of women through non-consensual deepfake imagery. 
 
Two things have remained the same with deepfakes since 2019: their purpose – pornography, and their 
target – women.25 Similar to Sensity AI’s findings in 2019 and 2021,26 the same study by Home Security 

https://www.homesecurityheroes.com/state-of-deepfakes/assets/pdf/state-of-deepfake-infographic-2023.pdf
https://www.homesecurityheroes.com/state-of-deepfakes/assets/pdf/state-of-deepfake-infographic-2023.pdf
https://dash.harvard.edu/handle/1/37374909
https://www.forbes.com/sites/rashishrivastava/2023/05/11/reddit-ai-generated-porn/
https://www.bellingcat.com/news/2023/11/27/anydream-secretive-ai-platform-broke-stripe-rules-to-rake-in-money-from-nonconsensual-pornographic-deepfakes/
https://arstechnica.com/tech-policy/2024/01/fake-ai-taylor-swift-images-flood-x-amid-calls-to-criminalize-deepfake-porn/
https://www.homesecurityheroes.com/state-of-deepfakes/assets/pdf/state-of-deepfake-infographic-2023.pdf
https://www.homesecurityheroes.com/state-of-deepfakes/assets/pdf/state-of-deepfake-infographic-2023.pdf
https://www.homesecurityheroes.com/state-of-deepfakes/assets/pdf/state-of-deepfake-infographic-2023.pdf
https://github.com/takagotch/CelebJihad
https://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-13006441/celeb-jihad-deepfake-taylor-swift.html
https://github.com/iperov/DeepFaceLab
https://www.similarweb.com/website/mrdeepfakes.com/#referrals
https://www.similarweb.com/website/mrdeepfakes.com/#referrals
https://www.homesecurityheroes.com/state-of-deepfakes/assets/pdf/state-of-deepfake-infographic-2023.pdf
https://www.homesecurityheroes.com/state-of-deepfakes/assets/pdf/state-of-deepfake-infographic-2023.pdf
https://www.homesecurityheroes.com/state-of-deepfakes/assets/pdf/state-of-deepfake-infographic-2023.pdf
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Hereos27 found that 98% of all deepfake videos available online were of pornography and 99% of all 
forged (deepfake) pornography features women. 
 
Insufficient Content Moderation Practices and Negligible Policy Enforcement  
 
The overwhelming proliferation of open-source projects on GitHub that enable sexually exploitative 
content amplifies the accessibility of technology designed to perpetrate image-based sexual abuse 
(IBSA), AI-generated CSAM, and expose minors to sexually exploitative content and projects.  
 
GitHub allows developers to remain anonymous, which aids them in distancing themselves from 
controversy while contributing to objectionable codes or forming covert networks to collaborate on 
sexually exploitative technologies.  
 
GitHub's track record in dealing with problematic projects related to sexual exploitation is more than 
concerning. As of February 2024, the original DeepNude repository and its Telegram link (now 
defunct), along with other repositories hosting the original source code for DeepNude,28 exist on 
GitHub. This highlights a discrepancy between GitHub’s 2019 public stance and promises29 to ban 
DeepNude and all DeepNude-like projects and your actual practices.  
 

 
 
 

https://www.homesecurityheroes.com/state-of-deepfakes/assets/pdf/state-of-deepfake-infographic-2023.pdf
https://github.com/orgTestCodacy11KRepos110MB/repo-2245-DeepNude-an-Image-to-Image-technology
https://www.vice.com/en/article/qjb7b7/ethical-deepfakes-deep-tom-cruise-ai-generated-porn
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Further, the ease of access to projects using similar or the original source code to DeepNude, amassing 
4K+ forks (replications) on GitHub, illustrates a severe gap in the content moderation policies that must 
be addressed.  
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Captured February 14, 2024 
 
NCOSE is deeply concerned about the extent of features on GitHub that may increase risk of harm to 
minors, such as limited content moderation policies and a lack of caregiver and teacher/administrative 
controls.30 
 
For example, a 15-year-old boy who had been creating and sharing deepfake and nudity-related codes on 
GitHub recently left the platform due to psychological and legal repercussions. In a second farewell 
message, he expressed a commitment to the “nudify” community, embedding HTML text with the 
source code and instructions, and upon downloading it, explicit deepfake pornography featuring 
celebrities was displayed.  
 

 

https://www.zdnet.com/article/github-we-wont-take-down-any-of-your-content-unless-we-really-have-to/
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The teenage boy then suggested that interested developers use the DeepFaceLab guide for more 
‘realistic’ generations, which is only accessible by accessing the most prolific deepfake pornography 
website, Mr.DeepFakes.  
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This single narrative experience raises several concerns related to a minor creating and accessing 
harmful and potentially illegal content on GitHub. 
 
Even when clearly harmful and exploitative repositories, like one described above, are brought to 
your attention, no action is taken. Despite being named to the 2023 Dirty Dozen List, NCOSE alerting 
a Microsoft contact we met at INHOPE 2023, and submitting numerous reports through your official 
reporting form back in November 2023 about the sexually exploitative repositories on your platform, 
with a follow-up email for each report in December 2023, NCOSE has yet to receive anything more 
than an automated email stating, “Hi, Our team is currently investigating the account in question to 
determine if their content or conduct violates GitHub's Terms of Service.”31 
  

 

https://docs.github.com/site-policy/github-terms/github-terms-of-service
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Your current stance – that the removal of a single project32 is believed to cause significant downstream 
effects for countless software projects – fails to acknowledge the profound impact a project may have on 
those who have endured and continue to suffer from sexual abuse and exploitation. The removal of a 
single project could undoubtedly have significant upstream effects for countless victim-survivors of 
IBSA, SSEM, and AI-generated CSAM.  
 
Despite the evident violations and abuses, GitHub remains focused on putting the needs of developers 
over those of victims of sexual abuse and exploitation. The proliferation of deepfake technologies and 
the ease with which they can be shared and distributed is a severe concern. GitHub must remove and 
block tools used for image-based sexual abuse and AI-generated CSAM on the platform. The well-being 
and safety of individuals, particularly women and children who are disproportionately affected by 
deepfake abuse, must be prioritized.  
 
NCOSE requests GitHub make the following improvements: 
 

1. Ban private and public repositories dedicated to sexual deepfake, ‘nudifying,’ and AI-
generated pornography software development from GitHub. This includes removing current 
repositories and preventing the replication of related repositories for sexually exploitative 
technology software development. 

2. Ban private and public pornography and sexually explicit imagery scraping repositories 
from GitHub. This includes removing current repositories and preventing the replication of 
related repositories for purposes of pornography and sexually explicit imagery scraping software 
development. 

3. Proactively moderate content and community forums on GitHub. 
4. Default middle and high-school student repositories to ‘private’ to prevent minors’ exposure 

to the abundance of harmful content on GitHub. 
5. Implement basic, industry-wide safety standards: parental controls, teacher/administrative 

controls, and age-gate repositories inappropriate for minor-aged users. 
 
We have attached the 2023 notification letter we sent to GitHub last year for reference. 
 
Thank you for your attention, 
 

    
Dawn Hawkins    Kindsey P. Chadwick 
 
CEO      Interim President 
 
 
Cc: 
 
Mike Hanley, Chief Security Officer and Senior Vice President of Engineering 
 
Inbal Shani, Chief Product Officer 
 

https://github.blog/2023-03-10-dont-leave-developers-behind-in-the-section-230-debate/
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Shelley McKinley, Chief Legal Officer 
 
Margaret Tucker, Public Policy Manager 
 
Scott Guthrie, Executive Vice President, Cloud + AI Group, Microsoft 
 
Ranjani Mani, Director of GenAI, Microsoft 
 
 
Attached: 2023 Dirty Dozen List Notification Letter to GitHub 
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April 28, 2023 

Thomas Dohmke 
CEO, GitHub 
88 Colin P Kelly Jr St 
San Francisco, CA 94107 
 
Re: GitHub hosting source code for sexually exploitative 

technology, facilitating image-based sexual abuse (IBSA), sexual 

exploitation, and promoting the dangerous use of generative-AI   

Dear Mr. Dohmke, 

We are writing to inform you that the National Center on Sexual 
Exploitation—a non-partisan nonprofit organization in Washington, 
DC dedicated to addressing the full spectrum of sexual exploitation—
is placing GitHub on the annual Dirty Dozen List featuring 12 major 
contributors to sexual exploitation and abuse. The list will be revealed 
to the public on May 2.  

As the largest code-hosting community1 globally and the most 
prominent code-hosting platform2 for version control and 
collaboration, comprised of over 100 million active developers,3 
GitHub has incredible power and reach. Due to your platform’s open-
sourced design, reporting 413 million open-sourced code 
contributions in 2022 alone, GitHub has served as a primary leader in 
the democratization of the most recent software developments – such 
as with generative AI – and is arguably the most critical space in 
which AI tech develops.4 

However, despite moving the tech industry forward in the last decade 
and establishing itself as a leader in the democratization of generative 
AI, GitHub has also earned itself a title as a significant 
contributor to the creation of sexually exploitative technology5 
and has been noted for facilitating the growing crime of image-
based sexual abuse – the capture, creation, and/or sharing of 
sexually explicit images without the subject’s knowledge or consent. 
GitHub hosts guides, codes, and hyperlinks to sexual deepfake 
community forums dedicated to the creation, collaboration, and 
commodification of synthetic media technologies, and AI-leveraged 
‘nudifiying’ websites and applications that take women’s images and 
“strip them” of clothing.6 Open-sourced repositories dedicated to 

https://www.simplilearn.com/tutorials/git-tutorial/what-is-github
https://octoverse.github.com/
https://octoverse.github.com/
https://github.com/
https://github.blog/2023-04-07-what-developers-need-to-know-about-generative-ai/
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IBSA thrive on GitHub, allowing users to replicate, favorite (star), and collaborate on sexually exploitative 
technology without repercussions.  

In 2019, the source code for a ‘nudifying’ bot at the center of a deepfake ecosystem on Telegram that 
“stripped” images of more than 104,000 women was found on GitHub. Despite this technology violating 
GitHub’s policies and the company reportedly banning the source code and all replications (forks) – the 
source code and hundreds of replications remain active on GitHub four years later, continuing to 
victimize and traumatize the women depicted in the abusive content.  

GitHub has also come under fire from reputable academic researchers. A study by Winter and Salter found 
that GitHub allowed sexual deepfakes to “intentionally spread to spaces with limited moderation, which has 
allowed the continued creation of non-consensual pornography.”7 

DeepFaceLab,8 the most popular technology for creating sexual deepfakes (estimated to be used in the 
creation of 95% of all sexual deepfakes), is active on GitHub and has been starred over 38 thousand times 
and replicated over 8.7 thousand times.9 Further, DeepFaceLab’s GitHub repository contains direct links to 
the most prolific sexual deepfake abuse website in the United States: Mr.DeepFakes.   

In addition to the ones cited above, many more repositories dedicated to developing pornography and image-
scraping technology/bots, as well as “save bots” that are frequently used to save sexually explicit and 
pornographic images from social media sites, remain rampant on GitHub. Image-based sexual abuse (IBSA) 
is occurring at unprecedented rates, and is facilitated by Internet and Communication Technologies – such as 
those being developed on GitHub. The online nature of IBSA limits the victim’s ability to escape abuse, as 
evidence remains online forever. Once an image is shared, there is no guarantee that it can be removed, 
especially with technology further restricting a victim’s ability to remove content, such as save bots. The 
technology being developed on GitHub is also part of a new wave of sexual violence. Sexual deepfakes 
allow anyone to be targeted and harassed online for something they never did or said.  

We know GitHub prides itself on being an educational innovator – providing opportunities for teenagers 
(13+) and college students to learn coding and software development. These services are designed to be 
connected to learning management systems (LMS) such as Google Classroom.10 Considering GitHub’s lack 
of content moderation and meaningful age verification measures, the significant number of sexually 
exploitative and obscene repositories publicly accessible to minors on GitHub is alarming. GitHub does not 
age-gate software developments that may be inappropriate for underage users – despite having a population 
of 1.9 million students using GitHub Classroom. Further, GitHub defaults all student repositories to public.11 
Teachers/administrators must pay an extra fee to access features to privatize their repositories. 

NCOSE recognizes the importance of and supports technological innovation and progress. However, 
technological advances must not supersede or come at the cost of people’s safety and well-being. 
Technology should be built and developed to fight, rather than facilitate, sexual exploitation and abuse. 
GitHub’s emphasis on developer happiness and free speech safety and well-being cannot mean allowing 
developers to commit crimes and harm others. By providing a space not only to create, but also to 
collaborate on and amplify abuse, GitHub is not only condoning criminal conduct – it is directly contributing 
to it.  

The exponential growth in innovation and creative solutions offered by artificial intelligence are to be 
celebrated. Yet the dizzying advancements bear several intuitive risks to its users and begs the question: Who 
bears the brunt? An injustice occurs when the purported benefits of artificial intelligence employed by 

https://www.tandfonline.com/doi/abs/10.1080/23268743.2019.1642794
https://github.com/iperov/DeepFaceLab
https://arxiv.org/abs/2005.05535
https://arxiv.org/abs/2005.05535
https://docs.github.com/en/education/manage-coursework-with-github-classroom/teach-with-github-classroom/connect-a-learning-management-system-course-to-a-classroom#importing-a-roster-from-google-classroom
https://github.blog/2020-03-18-set-up-your-digital-classroom-with-github-classroom/
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GitHub are annulled by acute risks and/or demonstrable harms. Humanity may not be close to an ethical 
consensus, but at least five ethical principles12 from the global corpus of principles and guidelines on ethical 
AI are clear. These include transparency, justice and fairness, non-maleficence, responsibility, and privacy. 
Moreover, artificial intelligence systems learn and make decisions that can have a profound impact on 
human dignity and individual autonomy. GitHub’s business model also breaches the ‘legacy’13 principle 
intrinsic to conversations concerning ethics. Rather than being compatible “with scenarios that most humans 
today would view as happy,” GitHub ostensibly opts in for scenarios that most humans today “would view 
as terrible.”  

In recalibrating this imbalance, NCOSE urges GitHub to implement the following changes:  

1. Ban private and public repositories dedicated to sexual deepfake, ‘nudifying,’ and AI-
generated pornography software development from GitHub; this includes removing current 
repositories and preventing the replication of related repositories for sexually exploitative technology 
software development 

2. Ban private and public pornography and sexually explicit imagery scraping repositories from 
GitHub; this includes removing current repositories and preventing the replication of related 
repositories for purposes of pornography and sexually explicit imagery scraping software 
development 

3. Proactively moderate content and community forums on GitHub 
4. Default student repositories to private  
5. Implement basic industrywide safety standards: parental controls, teacher/administrative 

controls, and age-gate repositories inappropriate for minor-aged users  

Image-Based Sexual Abuse (IBSA) is Facilitated on and through GitHub 

Image-based sexual abuse (IBSA) is a broad term that includes a multitude of harmful experiences, such as 
non-consensual sharing of sexual images (sometimes called “revenge porn”), pornography created using 
someone’s face without their knowledge (or sexual deepfakes), non-consensual recording or capture of 
intimate nude images (including so-called “upskirting” or surreptitious recordings in places such as 
restrooms and locker rooms via “spycams”), recording of sexual assault, the use of sexually explicit or 
sexualized materials to groom or extort a person (also known as “sextortion”) or to advertise commercial 
sexual abuse, and more.14 

Importantly, sexually explicit or sexualized material depicting children ages 0-17 constitutes a distinct class 
of material known as child sexual abuse material (CSAM – the more appropriate term for “child 
pornography”), which is illegal to knowingly possess, access, reproduce, and distribute under US federal 
law. CSAM should not be conflated with IBSA,15 though the two crimes are closely related. 

Although GitHub prohibits sexually explicit content, and has a specific policy banning non-consensual 
intimate imagery, “particularly where that content is amplified by its placement in profiles or other social 
contexts,”16 the lack of effective content moderation practices allows sexually exploitative technology and 
IBSA to thrive. Although GitHub implements automated detection tools such as PhotoDNA to proactively 
scan for child sexual abuse material (CSAM),17 GitHub fails to implement comprehensive moderation 
practices by permitting technology found to have generated CSAM and only moderating for CSAM itself.18 
GitHub hosts three of the most notorious technologies used for synthetic sexually explicit material 
(SSEM) abuse: DeepFaceLab, DeepNude, and Unstable Diffusion.  

https://www.nature.com/articles/s42256-019-0088-2
https://endsexualexploitation.org/issues/image-based-sexual-abuse/
https://endsexualexploitation.org/articles/5-types-of-image-based-sexual-abuse-you-should-know-about/
https://docs.github.com/en/site-policy/acceptable-use-policies/github-sexually-obscene-content
https://github.blog/2023-02-15-2022-transparency-report/
https://github.blog/2023-02-15-2022-transparency-report/
https://www.vice.com/en/article/qjb7b7/ethical-deepfakes-deep-tom-cruise-ai-generated-porn
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Unstable Diffusion. 

Unstable Diffusion, an AI-generating “NSFW Community”19 that began on Reddit and now operates a 
Discord server of over 254,000 members, has reportedly collected over 15 million “user donated” 
pornographic and sexually explicit images to create their training database.20 They openly refer users to the 
GitHub source code for Stable Diffusion, a text-to-image generator for photorealistic image generation, and 
provide detailed instructions for necessary checkpoints to implement their own ‘NSFW’ additions.21 Further, 
they attribute Stable Diffusion’s source code to building the entirely ‘NSFW’ text-2-image generating 
website, Unstability AI.22 Considering the method in which sexually explicit images were obtained via user 
“donations,” there is no way meaningful age or consent verification could have occurred. However, AI-
generated pornography is not the only sexually exploitative source code GitHub hosts. GitHub also allows 
sexual deepfake source codes, collaboration, and communities to operate on the platform.    

DeepFaceLab. 

DeepFaceLab’s GitHub repository contains direct links to the most prolific sexual deepfake abuse website in 
the United States – Mr.DeepFakes. Not coincidentally, the creator of DeepFaceLab is also a founder of 
Mr.DeepFakes and advertises this connection openly on GitHub. DeepFaceLab is the leading deepfake 
software used in about 95% of all deepfake videos.23 As of 2023, Mr.Deepfakes contains over 20,000 videos 
of sexual deepfakes (a rapidly expanding form of image-based sexual abuse), 13 million monthly visitors, 
and a community of over 250,000 members.24 These communities further contribute to the sexual 
exploitation of women and the expansion of IBSA. 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

The DeepFaceLab repository on GitHub directly sends users to the Mr.DeepFakes website – a website 
dedicated to creating, requesting, and selling sexual deepfakes of celebrities and ‘other’ women.25 Links to 
the software’s primary source material – guides and tutorials, supplementary material, and communication 
groups – are provided on the repository’s profile. The only way to learn how to use DeepFaceLab is by 
accessing the guide located on Mr.DeepFakes. While these guides are marked “SFW,” they directly refer 

https://analyticsindiamag.com/meet-the-hot-cousin-of-stable-diffusion-unstable-diffusion/
https://www.reddit.com/r/unstable_diffusion/comments/11oxtix/official_march_update_for_unstable_diffusion/
https://stablediffusionweb.com/
https://www.unstability.ai/
https://arxiv.org/abs/2005.05535
https://metro.co.uk/2022/10/21/deepfake-porn-takes-seconds-to-make-but-can-wreck-lives-17605029/
https://metro.co.uk/2022/10/21/deepfake-porn-takes-seconds-to-make-but-can-wreck-lives-17605029/
https://www.vice.com/en/article/qjb7b7/ethical-deepfakes-deep-tom-cruise-ai-generated-porn
https://mrdeepfakes.com/forums/threads/guide-deepfacelab-2-0-guide.3886/
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interested users to the Mr.DeepFakes website, in which misogyny, sexual objectification, and violence 
against women are seemingly commonplace.26 As a 2022 Vice article pointed out, “[i]t is impossible to 
support the DeepFaceLab project without actively supporting non-consensual porn.”27    

The image below depicts the ‘communication groups’ section on DeepFaceLab’s GitHub repository profile, 
containing direct links to dedicated sexual deepfake websites and social media groups.   

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Search was conducted in April 2023 

https://www.vice.com/en/article/qjb7b7/ethical-deepfakes-deep-tom-cruise-ai-generated-porn
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Once users click on the ‘mrdeepfakes’ link in the communication groups section on GitHub, they are 
directly sent to the Mr.DeepFakes Forum page in which the Official DeepFaceLab 2.0 Guide is available.  

 
Search was conducted in April 2023 

In a BBC Documentary, Mr.Deepfakes expressed no concern or remorse for abusing women by creating 
sexual deepfakes of them, stating, “I think that as long as you’re not trying to pass it off as a real thing, that 
shouldn’t really matter because it’s basically fake. I don’t really feel that consent is required – it’s a fantasy, 
it’s not real.”28 By allowing repositories such as DeepFaceLab, GitHub is not only facilitating image-
based sexual abuse, sexual exploitation, and the expansion of the deepfake marketplace, but it is also 
normalizing the use of generative-AI for these purposes. 

Research by NISOS and Sensity AI have established GitHub’s role as a primary actor in the 
commoditization of sexual deepfakes and the development of the sexual deepfake marketplace, which is 
currently the only marketplace identified for deepfake content.29 More recently, academic research found 
that GitHub was cited as one of the top ten referral sites to Mr.DeepFakes from January – February 
2023.30 GitHub has undeniably been a significant contributor in the democratization of sexually exploitative 
technology and the development of the sexual deepfake marketplace. 

https://metro.co.uk/2022/10/21/deepfake-porn-takes-seconds-to-make-but-can-wreck-lives-17605029/
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DeepNude. 

Additionally, despite GitHub’s public statement against sexually exploitative source codes on the platform 
in 2019, which cited codes such as DeepNude as violating their policies and said similar codes or 
replications would be banned and removed from GitHub if they appeared,31 as of April 2023, similar codes 
remain active.32 NCOSE researchers searched “deepnude” on GitHub and received 54 results for similar 
repositories, some of which contained the original source code for DeepNude.33 
 

https://www.vice.com/en/article/8xzjpk/github-removed-open-source-versions-of-deepnude-app-deepfakes
https://github.com/orgTestCodacy11KRepos110MB/repo-2245-DeepNude-an-Image-to-Image-technology
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Pornography and sexually explicit imagery scrapers. 

Pornography and sexually explicit imagery scrapers also thrive on GitHub. These have been used to scrape 
images from pornography and social media websites. Considering the growing body of evidence, survivor 
testimony, and lawsuits against the most visited pornography sites (Pornhub, XVidoes, and XHamster) for 
hosting actual depictions of sex trafficking, child sexual abuse material (CSAM), rape, and various forms of 
image-based abuse (“revenge porn,” “upskirting/downblousing,” and “spycam shower footage”), GitHub’s 
allowance of these scrapers further contributes to the dissemination of criminal and/or nonconsensually 
captured content.  

GitHub actively contributed to the creation of a dataset circling deepfake and AI communities that 
contained content depicting actual instances of sex trafficking, physical abuse, drugging, and rape of 
women from both Girls Do Porn and Czech Casting. Videos from Girls Do Porn and Czech Casting were 

https://www.vice.com/en/article/akdgnp/sexual-abuse-fueling-ai-porn-deepfake-czech-casting-girls-do-porn
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found to have been used to create a dataset for AI and deepfake communities to generate sexual deepfake 
and AI-generated pornography.34  

“Hubbers,” as GitHub refers to its users, utilized pornography scrapers on GitHub to scrape these images 
from mainstream pornography sites such as Pornhub.35 One Czech Casting video that was identified in the 
database was of a woman crying during filming and asking the man to stop – and once he does, the camera 
zooms in on the woman and shows she is bleeding.36 Disturbingly, the man in the video throws the woman a 
towel and directs her to clean her blood up.  

When NCOSE researchers searched ‘porn’ in GitHub, over 3,000 results appeared. Based on the repositories 
on the first page of results, ‘porn’ frequently refers to pornography scrapers on GitHub – directly violating 
GitHub’s policies.  

 
 
 
 

https://github.blog/2022-10-27-diversity-inclusion-and-belonging-at-github-in-2022/
https://www.vice.com/en/article/akdgnp/sexual-abuse-fueling-ai-porn-deepfake-czech-casting-girls-do-porn
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Unfortunately, pornography is the perfect content to generate photorealistic images because it 
demonstrates the most explicit and detailed portions of the human body, providing a unique sense of 
realism lacking in other types of AI-generated content. However, because AI-generated pornography 
requires large quantities of data, how this ‘data’ is acquired is not always consensual … enter GitHub.  

The pornography and sexually explicit imagery scrapers hosted on GitHub ‘scrape’ popular pornography 
tube sites to collect content for deepfake and generative AI pornography datasets.37 These scrapers identify 
and download free content from mainstream sites such as Pornhub and XVideos, essentially creating an 
infinite personal pornographic database. GitHub facilitates the creation of personal pornographic databases 
created without the consent or knowledge of the individuals in the stolen content. This forgoes meaningful 
age and consent verification, particularly because pornography sites fail to implement their own age and 
consent verification methods. Hosting such repositories further demonstrates GitHub’s pivotal role in 
contributing to IBSA and sexual exploitation. 

Similar repositories host codes for “save image” bots. These are deployed on social media sites such as 
Reddit and are often used to save pornographic and non-consensual sexually explicit imagery.38  

 

 

 

 

 

https://www.vice.com/en/article/akdgnp/sexual-abuse-fueling-ai-porn-deepfake-czech-casting-girls-do-porn
https://www.vice.com/en/article/akdgnp/sexual-abuse-fueling-ai-porn-deepfake-czech-casting-girls-do-porn
https://www.reddit.com/user/savevideo
https://www.reddit.com/user/savevideo
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These are only a few of the examples of IBSA and sexual exploitation occurring as a result of GitHub’s lack 
of moderation practices. NCOSE urges GitHub to ban repositories dedicated to the creation of sexual 
deepfakes, ‘nudifying’ apps/bots/sites, AI-generated pornography, pornographic and sexually explicit image-
scraping, and “save bots” on social media sites.  

GitHub is a primary actor in the democratization of developing software, especially generative-AI. NCOSE 
welcomes technological innovation and development. However, the trauma and embodied harms from 
SSEM are unequivocal. Without GitHub’s proactive moderation of sexually exploitative technology and 
obscene content, IBSA will continue to proliferate.  

Minors’ Accessibility and Exposure to Pornography and Sexually Explicit Content 

NCOSE is deeply concerned about the extent of features on GitHub that may increase risk of harm to 
minors, such as limited content moderation policies and a lack of caregiver and teacher/administrative 
controls.39  

https://www.zdnet.com/article/github-we-wont-take-down-any-of-your-content-unless-we-really-have-to/
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GitHub rates itself as 13+, and actively promotes numerous educational opportunities for students from 
middle school to college to learn software development and coding. Over 1.5 million students40 signed up 
for the Student Developer Pack,41 geared toward minor-aged users and student-teacher collaboration and 
development on GitHub, by 2019. GitHub allows teachers and administrators to connect GitHub accounts to 
learning management systems such as Google Classroom, Canvas, and Moodle. The use of Google 
Classroom in primary education exponentially rose during the pandemic and surpassed 150 million student 
users by 2021.42 GitHub requires a valid email to create an account, but fails to implement other basic 
safety features for students, such as age verification and meaningful content moderation.  

NCOSE researchers did not find evidence of teacher/administrative safety controls for underage student 
users. While teachers can restrict public access to joining classroom repositories, “by default visibility to 
student repositories is public.”43 GitHub places the responsibility on administrators to upgrade their accounts 
to access private student repository capabilities – for a fee. Every child should be safe online, especially in 
an environment promoted for his or her education and learning services. GitHub is asking parents and 
teachers to put a price on their child’s safety. This feature should be free and on by default.  

Further, NCOSE researchers also did not find evidence of parental controls for underage users. Considering 
the open-sourced format of the platform and the amount of sexually exploitative source coding available, 
parental controls are urgently necessary to further protect GitHub’s youngest users.  

GitHub is already a complex and daunting platform for even knowledgeable users, and is not widely known 
among the general public (including parents and guardians). These factors, combined with its open-sourced 
format, and the lack of proactive content moderation, gives minors near unmitigated access to GitHub’s slew 
of sexually exploitative technology source codes.  

Open-sourced repositories are crucial to the exchange and access of information and technology, but they 
must not come at the price of abuse and exploitation of others. As sexual deepfakes and AI-generated 
pornography continue to grow at unprecedented rates, GitHub must hold itself accountable for providing 
sexually exploitative technologies. GitHub has the chance to slow IBSA from the beginning, as limited 
access to sexually exploitative technology would significantly reduce its presence and victim pool.   

GitHub is in a unique position to implement meaningful change and lead the industry in ethical AI 
technology innovation. We are optimistic that your corporation will rise to the challenge. 

Respectfully, 

                     

Patrick Trueman, Esq.    Dawn Hawkins 

President     CEO  

 

 

https://techcrunch.com/2019/08/20/github-adds-21-new-partners-to-its-free-student-developer-pack/
https://education.github.com/
https://blog.google/outreach-initiatives/education/classroom-roadmap/
https://blog.google/outreach-initiatives/education/classroom-roadmap/
https://github.blog/2020-03-18-set-up-your-digital-classroom-with-github-classroom/
https://github.blog/2020-03-18-set-up-your-digital-classroom-with-github-classroom/
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Cc: 

Mike Hanley, Chief Security Officer & SVP of Engineering 

Inbal Shani, Chief Product Officer 

Shelley McKinley, Chief Legal Officer  
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